
Threatening affirmed belief Chew phrases from movement of one location in bed or room to
another. Ex: just a few ago around 11:45pm in room 32 at the lodges 2401 W. Grand Street
Maplewood lodge on 3/31/2023 a woman used voice to skull while I have my earplugs in. She
said "we can't skin him without a family".

Passive supportive statements, compliments, and telling you it's okay when completing actions
favorable to themselves

Speaking comments above your thoughts 3 second before you finish your thought and come to
the conclusion.

The +/- packaged stuff sentences
The love me whore torture
The You know, passive false suggestion.
The You need
Calling you a murderer, Jarrod laughter.
Calling you psycho, narco, and crazy.
The do you know how much/many. The fake I know/you find.

Time travelers that have been turned hypersocialized by childhood social networks over
electronic contact lenses.

Psychosocial torture.

The I know, You Find Assertive Dominance Mortification. Ex: Its sad news.

Seeing the pornography you visualize in your brain and insulting you.

Mortification. Saying you were always murdered. Saying you'll be killed at a date and that date
passing tland them resetting over and over the never date of your arrest or murder. Ex: As of
now 12.25.22, they said January 1st I am killed, 3 weeks ago a guy said "Its January 3rd", 60
days after the 7 day wait. False imprisonment torture.

False execution imprisonment threats.

Talk to head technology. Simulated schizophrenia. Cannot call police officer because criminals
remain undetected by using cloaking Stealth technology allowing them to exist in a lawless
second space.

Ego drown

Blaming. In 2011 the government enrolled me into MK Ultra, legally from that point, I am not
responsible for anything. That's a terrorist illegal program. Because of MK Ultra, my family is in



hell with the sole survivor 6 months from joining them all for government incomes 6 figures.
Government inadament objects are cheap stupid meat for hire.

Fame, greatly afflicts the person
disgrace,
Shaming
Gaslighting
Their technology reads your brains pleasure regions and provides them HUD words to beat
pleasures sensations out of you such as eating, grabbing a dip, showering, masterbating,

Long term priming

The US government CIA, FBI, and military is paid to provide a constant stream of words across
your head.

Assertive dominance, trying to manipulate someone into feeling you are an authority figure that
should feared.

Arrogance

Hell threats. Threats to cut you up.

Boasting like thieves

Impunity psychopaths. No laws. No rules.

Schadenfreude

Jealousy

Biggest spy competition. The Government gives them a lot of false confidence that simply
cannot be beaten by controlling the oxygen atom for any animal life.

Using your love for your lost family to harm you, demonize you, and rub it in your face.

Fate mongering. Saying false future outcomes.

They try and create learned helplessness.

The "do you know's". Creating a I know and won't yell you. They want you to crave the outcome
info they catch.

Every healthy intake they talk to your skull



The 1 sentence The And's…creates a lie of a fake conversation. They want you to believe in
false things, that you have no hope, and they are rape dominant controllers. They're really
clinically diagnosed psychopaths that belong in insane asylum for the criminally mentally ill.

The You knows . I know you find.

Supersocial "his social delivery"
They talk like child bullies in school as well as satanic terrorists

They use women primarily to try and lower your self esteem because you are straight and
without a woman.

Ego though drown

They use low level microwave radiation talk to skull technology and cloaking technology to give
you a helpless from law enforcement experience of simulated schizophrenia, one of the evil
ways to kill someone this slow. 3 million schizophrenia will learn. You have schizophrenia which
are hallucinations and what is called "high level" psychic awareness. I am a high level psychic
that is tortured in 2 ways using hundreds of invisible agents, talk to head and high level psy "we
got to skin him" psy right now. Threats of future harm in a life extension.

The Fox news technique of "everybodys" everybody's or everyone's talking this or thinking thud
to try and greatly afflict your person.

Ego generation, hypersocialized youth. Social media created and supported the illusion of the
true spiritual self. The Tao Te Ching helped me understand the ignorance and evil of the
religious radicals in America and how a few social networks were used as a homicidal weapon
for the few freedom fighters and paid social entertainment for others. They have created the
gestalt. The Americans created the largest and most expensive criminal terrorist network in the
history of the world.


